
Privacy Policy

General Information

Weekly Commitment for JIRA Cloud uses Google Analytics engine to collect user interactions with the add-on on all JIRA Cloud instances. Additional data 
are not tracked.

Besides tracking events with Google Analytics, the add-on aggregates data about commitments your users have made.

Information Aggregation and Usage

Weekly Commitment for JIRA Cloud aggregates the following information:

Who and when made commitment to the certain issue in the certain project

No additional information (such as issue fields or project settings) is collected.

Access to your JIRA

The add-on requires read-only access to your JIRA in order to get:

Resolution, summary and key of issues to display updated state of each commitment.
Display name of users to display the owner of each commitment.

These data are requested in real-time for each display of the add-on in your JIRA and they are not stored in the add-on.

Why Do We Need Google Analytics?

Data for Google Analytics will be used to measure usage of the add-on and load on the server resources when users use the add-on on JIRA pages. 
These data will be secured from unauthorized access and third parties. Data will be primarily used for optimization procedures and quicker interface 
response.

We track and collect only events of loading the add-on in the browser frame when generating JIRA pages. This piece of data cannot anyhow affect data or 
compromise your personal data.

Data Storage

Weekly Commitment add-on uses third party vendors and hosting partners to provide the necessary hardware, software, networking, storage, and related 
technology required to run the add-on. Although StiltSoft company owns the code, databases, and all rights to the Weekly Commitment, you retain all 
rights to your data.

Changes

StiltSoft company may periodically update this policy.

Questions

Any questions about this Privacy Policy should be addressed to .tech-support@stiltsoft.com
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